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Abstract 
The human mind is limited, making collaboration with 
other humans and with things (in our case with compu
tational environments) a necessity rather than a luxury. 
Relevant knowledge for work and for learning is dis
tributed in our head, in the heads of others, and in the 
environment. 

Learning webs are used by (virtual) communities 
of practice. Domain-oriented design environments 
(DODEs) support learning webs by allowing all stake
holders in a design process to learn and work collabo
ratively with each other and with their computational 
environments. DODEs serve as models for the design 
of collaborative working and learning environments by 
exploring and supporting different relationships and 
task responsibilities between humans and computers. 

DODEs integrate working and learning by 
grounding learning in self-directed, authentic activities. 
They support learning on demand as an essential ele
ment of life-long learning. The creation of DODEs 
faces the fundamental challenge to make them simulta
neously learner-directed and supportive. DODEs tran
scend other computer-supported cooperative learning 
systems, which employ the computer only as a medium 
with few interpretable components. They integrate hu
mans and computational resources more creatively by 
acknowledging that persons become skill resources 
only when they consent to do so, whereas computa
tional environments are available at the bidding of the 
user. 

Keywords - situated learning in the workplace, envi
ronments for open-ended and termless learning, theo
ries of collaboration and learning, distributed cogni
tion, life-long learning, learning on demand, learning 
webs, domain-oriented design environments. 

1. Introduction
In our research over the last fifteen years, we have 
created conceptual frameworks and innovative systems 
and we have conducted assessment studies to address 
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problems of working, learning, and collaboration with 
computational artifacts. The content domains of our 
work are design activities in which design is under
stood very broadly as the process of determining how 
things ought to be (Simon 1981 ). Design can be seen as 
a fundamental activity within all professions. It is a 
collaborative, argumentative process without optimal 
solutions but with trade-offs. It is impossible for design 
processes to account for every aspect that might affect 
the designed artifact. Therefore, design must be treated 
as an evolutionary process, in which all stakeholders 
continue to learn new information and insights as the 
process unfolds (Fischer, McCall et al. 1994 ). 

The necessity to intertwine learning, working, and 
collaboration results from the growing recognition that 
in the information age, change is unavoidable and ob
solescence is guaranteed. Learning can no longer be 
considered a process that occurs only in schools. We 
have to think of learners not as being inherently iso
lated but rather as having to learn to make new, differ
ent, and strategic uses of the sources of information 
around them. The successful student or professional is 
one who learns how to use research materials, libraries, 
and computational environments, as well as knowl
edgeable humans (parents, teachers, peers, mentors, 
and practitioners from other disciplines) to master 
complex problems. 

2. Distributed Cognition: Limitations of
the Individual, Unaided Human Mind

2.1. Limitations of the Individual Human Mind 
Human beings have a bounded rationality (Simon 
1981). There is only so much we can remember and 
there is only so much we can learn. Talented people 
require approximately a decade to reach top profes
sional proficiency. These general observations provide 
the rationale that, when a domain reaches a point 
where the knowledge for skillful professional practice 
cannot be acquired in a decade, specialization will in
crease, teamwork will become a necessity, and practi-
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tioners will make increasing use of external reference 
aids (such as printed and computational media). With 
powerful technologies becoming widely available, 
people take on more complex jobs. Therefore, they 
need help in accomplishing unfamiliar tasks that are 
part of an expanded job. Beyond the need for new and 
changing domain knowledge, there is also a large de
mand for new tool knowledge. 

2.2. Distributed Cognition 
Learning is part of living, a natural consequence of be
ing alive and in touch with the world, and not a process 
separate from the rest of life. Acquiring knowledge 
cannot be restricted to obtaining a prescribed education 
at a given time. What learners need, therefore, is not 
only instruction but access to the world (in order to 
connect the knowledge in their head with the knowl
edge in the world). Education should be a distributed 
lifelong process by which one learns material as one 
needs it. Distributed cognition (Norman 1993) is a ne
cessity in response to the limitations of the individual 
human mind. 

Distributed cognition needs to include humans and 
things, and the two infrastructures should complement 
each other. Humans (e.g., coaches, peers, practitioners 
from other domains) have extensive background 
knowledge and a shared understanding unavailable in 
things. Things can store information (e.g., books), 
highlight relevant information (e.g., graphs, mathemat
ical notations), and retrieve, compute, and analyze in
formation (e.g., different forms of computational me
dia). 

3. Learning Webs
Illich (Illich 1971) (long before the world-wide web
and the information superhighway were a reality) has
envisioned learning webs as an alternative and aug
mentation to traditional schooling. The major objec
tives that he envisioned his learning webs would pro
vide were (1) reference services to educational objects,
(2) skill exchanges, (3) peer matching, and (4) refer
ence services to educators-at-large. Many collaboration
technologies (e.g., most Computer-supported collabo
rative work systems) employ the computer as a
medium with few interpretable components. Future
computational environments need to integrate humans
and computational resources more creatively. Compu
tational environments that can interpret objects, ac
tions, and artifacts (not only from a tool perspective
but also from a domain perspective) can make infor
mation and resources available at the bidding of the
user, whereas persons become skill resources only
when they consent to do so, and they can also restrict
time, place, and methods as they choose.

To increase the computational support of collabo
rative environments, a limited shared context must be 
established. General-purpose information spaces can 
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have only a limited notion of users' tasks at hand. Do
main-oriented design environments (DODEs) (Fischer 
1994) exploit domain semantics and the design context 
to actively notify designers when there is information 
they should know. Many current design systems are 
limited because they function only as "keepers" of the 
artifact, in which one deposits representations of the ar
tifact being designed. Our experience has shown that 
designers integrate designing and discussing in such a 
way as to make separate interpretation difficult 
(Reeves 1993) . 

4. Domain-Oriented Design Environments
DODEs have emerged in our research work as compu
tational environments in support of collaboration. They
are semiformal systems that integrate object-oriented
hierarchies of domain objects, rule-based critiquing
systems, case-based catalog components, simulation
components, checklists, and argumentative hypermedia
systems. They support communications and negotia
tions among all involved stakeholders and between the
designers and their work in progress. They do limited
reasoning and interpretations, trigger breakdowns, de
liver information, and support the exploration of the
rationale behind the artifact.

The goals associated with DODEs are (1) to bring 
task to the forefront by supporting human problem
domain interaction, (2) to create a shared context be
tween designers and computational environments, (3) 
to create an artifact-centered information repository fa
cilitating collaboration among all stakeholders, (4) to 
support learning on demand and information delivery, 
and (5) to have human designers in control. The theo
ries underlying DODEs are (1) to make objects and 
ideas ready-at-hand, allowing learners to communicate 
more directly with the task, (2) to support reflection-in
action (Schon 1983), (3) to integrate problem framing 
and problem solving, (4) to allow design-in-use, and 
(5) to increase the back-talk of the situations (Fischer,
Lemke et al. 1991). The users of DODEs are skilled
domain workers who belong to the community of
practice that a specific DODE supports.

4.1. An Example: The Voice Dialog Design Envi
ronment 
The Voice Dialog Design Environment (VDDE) 
(Repenning and Sumner 1992) will be used to illustrate 
our conceptual framework. Voice dialog interfaces 
consist of a series of voice-prompted menus. Users 
press buttons on a telephone keypad and the system re
sponds with appropriate voice instructions. Current in
terface design techniques for voice dialog systems are 
based on flow charts. It is difficult for designers, cus
tomers, and end-users of these systems to anticipate 
how the (audio) interaction will sound by simply 
looking at a static visual diagram. To experience 
breakdowns, simulations are needed that can serve as 
representations for mutual understanding by allowing 
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designers, customers, and end-users to "experience" 
the actual audio interface. 

The VDDE allows domain designers to create 
graphic specifications using a gallery of domain-ori
ented components and worksheets on which designers 
create a specific design. The behavior of the design can 
be simulated at any time. Design simulation consists of 
a visual trace of the execution path combined with au
dio feedback of all prompts and messages encountered. 

Earlier versions of VDDE did not contain a cri
tiquing component, limiting the "back-talk" to the de
signers and the learning opportunities provided for 
them. Voice dialog design is complicated by the fact 
that there are different rule sets that should be obeyed 
by a design. VDDE-Critics (Harstad 1993) adds critics 
to VDDE to signal additional breakdowns for the de
signers. In addition to earlier critiquing systems, 
VDDE-Critics allows designers to tailor the 
"breakdown" characteristics of the system to their per
sonal needs by (I) selecting the rule set and the asso
ciated argumentation to be used, (2) determining the 
intrusiveness of the critiquing mechanisms with the cri
tiquing thermometer, and (3) choosing the design com
ponent to be critiqued (a conceptual unit versus the 
overall design). 

4.2. A Process Model Illustrating Collaborative 
Processes in Design Environments 
Design problems are intrinsically ill-defined, open
ended, and "wicked," making it impossible to predict, 
let alone collect, all the potentially relevant informa
tion in advance. They must capture information con
tinuously over the lifetime of the system and make that 
information available to designers when it is relevant 
to their particular tasks. We have developed the SER 
model, a process model for the evolution of domain
oriented design environments (Fischer, McCall et al. 
1994) consisting of three phases: seeding, evolutionary 
growth, and reseeding. 

During seeding, environment developers and dor 
main designers collaborate to create a design environ
ment seed. During evolutionary growth, domain de
signers create artifacts that add new domain knowledge 
to the seed (i.e., new knowledge is generated and inte
grated into the environment by the domain designers 
themselves rather than produced by the environment 
developers). In the reseeding phase, environment de
velopers again collaborate with domain designers to 
organize, formalize, and generalize new knowledge. 

4.3. Increasing the Situation Awareness 
Design is a well-suited activity to explore concepts in 
collaboration because the design activity takes place 
within the computational environment. The "situation 
awareness" of a DODE is increased through the fol
lowing mechanisms: (1) the domain orientation allows 
a default intent to be assumed, namely, the creation of 
an artifact in the given domain; (2) the construction 
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situation is accessible and can be "parsed" by the sys
tem, providing the system with information about the 
artifact under construction; (3) the specification com
ponent allows one to explicitly communicate high
level design intentions to the system; and (4) the em
bedding of annotations contextualizes messages to 
other stakeholders rather than communicating them in 
a decontextualized e-mail message. 

4.4. Learning on Demand and End-User Modifia
bility 
DODEs provide learning-on-demand opportunities 
(Fischer, Lemke et al. 1991) for a designer through cri
tiquing, simulation, and access to contextualized argu
mentation and cases. But the information flow is not 
only one-directional. Using DODEs, designers will 
transcend the existing knowledge and contribute new 
knowledge themselves. Because these designers are 
domain designers and not software designers, end-user 
modifiability support is required. 

End-users may wish to have functionality that fits 
their needs, but the creation of this functionality is a 
difficult task. Two major approaches, namely pro
grammable design environments (Eisenberg and Fis
cher 1994) and collaborative work practices (Nardi 
1993), make end-user programming a more realistic 
challenge. Collaborative work practices, leading to the 
development of power users and local developers, are 
naturally developing practices in communities where 
end-user modifiable tools are available. 

5. The Support of DODEs for Collabora
tive Learning-Lessons Learned From
Our System-Building Efforts
If things are basic resources for learning, then the
quality of the environment and the relationship of per
sons to them will determine how much they will be
able to learn. DODEs are instrumental versions of sys
tems that are simultaneous Iv user-directed and compu
tationally supportive (the�eby complementing open
learning environments and intelligent tutoring systems
with an additional alternative). DODEs support human
problem-domain communication by reducing the de
mands of learning about the tool. They offer a variety
of different learning opportunities through critiquing,
simulation, argumentation, and examples. Having an
increased situational awareness through the integration
of the different components, DODEs are able to incre
mentally obtain a partial understanding of the task at
hand and to contextualize information to it.

While cognitive questions and content are impor
tant, collaboration technologies raise numerous other 
issues. What will make people want to share? What 
will motivate people to make their knowledge explicit 
and contribute it to an organizational memory 
(especially, if they have to do the work but are not nee-
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essarily the beneficiaries of it)? These questions will in 
the long run be more important than technological is
sues, and successful models to answer them positively 
are still quite rare. 

One of the benefits of integrating working and 
learning is the potential increase in motivation. Motiva
tion to learn new things is critically influenced by op
timal flow, a continual feeling of challenge, direct en
gagement, the right tools for the job, and a focus on the 
task (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). Users are willing and 
motivated to learn when the following conditions hold: 

(1) They actively desire and control learning-sup-
ported in DODEs by the integration of working
and learning allowing learners to be engaged in
authentic, self-directed activities.

(2) They are successful in finding and using new in
formation-supported in DODEs by contextualiz
ing new information to the task at hand and to
breakdown situations.

(3) They can see the immediate benefit of learning
something new to their current working situa
tion-supported in DODEs by making argumenta
tion serve design, by locating relevant catalog ex
amples, and by illustrating complex behavior with
simulations.

(4) Their environments are intrinsically motivating and
allow them to achieve interesting results with a
reasonably small effort-supported in DODEs
through human problem domain communication,
which allows users to focus on their tasks.

6. Conclusions
Design activities require learning and collaboration. 
We have developed conceptual frameworks and inno
vative systems that support not only the creation of the 
artifact but also the professional communities engaged 
in design as professional practitioners. We have 
learned from our efforts that older frameworks of edu
cation-associated with notions of instructionism, 
memorization, and decontextualized learning--cannot 
be shaken merely by the presence of technology, 
whether that technology takes the form of intelligent 
tutoring systems, multimedia, or world-wide connec
tivity. New frameworks must instead be devised to 
support lifelong learning-learning webs that allow 
integration of learning, working, and collaborating; en
gagement in authentic problems; self-direction in learn
ing tasks; and creation of new content and domain ar
eas. 
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